a b s t r a c t
Regenerative shock absorbers (RSAs) have still not entered production lines despite the promising potentials in energy efficiency and emission reduction. Vibration energy harvesting from vehicle dampers has been replicating the dynamics of passive viscous dampers. An accurate frequency-based analysis of the harvestable energy and dynamics for vehicle suspensions under typical operating conditions is essentially needed for designing functional Vibratory Regenerative Dampers (VRDs). This paper proposes frequency-based parametrical bandwidth sensitivity analyses of both the vehicular suspension dynamics and energy harvesting potentiality in accordance with the Monte Carlo sensitivity simulations. This provides insights into which suspension parameter could highly broaden the harvestable power magnitude, which contributes positively to conceptualizing an efficient design of a wide broad-banded energy harvesting damper leading to improved harvesting efficiencies in different road conditions. The conducted sensitivity analysis included the change in both frequency and amplitude bandwidth of the dissipative damping power, body acceleration, dynamic tire load, and suspension deflection. During the sensitivity simulations, a 2-DOFs (degrees-of-freedom) quarter-car model is considered, being excited by harmonic excitations. The selected suspension parameters were normally randomized according to the Gaussian probability distribution based on their nominal values and a 30% SD (standard deviation) with respect to the uniformly randomized excitation frequency. The results inferred higher sensitivity change in the harvestable power bandwidth versus the excitation parameters, damping rate, and tire properties.
Introduction

Motivation
Nowadays, with increasing concern about energy shortage [1] , energy harvesting has become a research trend as the harvestable power can be used to power smart sensing applications and selfpowered actuators. Large-scale vibration sources such as automobiles presented considerable harvestable power potentiality, such as the dissipated kinetic energy of the vehicular damping events [2] [3] [4] . In automobiles, harvesting the dissipated kinetic energy during the damping events could provide fuel saving by 2-10% of the total automobile fueling [5] , as indicated in Fig. 1 . Interestingly, off-road vehicles, heavy trucks, and those vehicles working in harsh driving conditions infer higher fuel-saving up to 6%, which is related to higher vibration intensity levels referring to more power content to be harvested [6, 7] . It is interestingly reported that nearly 13 million dollars per year could be saved when the kinetic energy of the damping events of the Wal-Mart trucks is harvested [8] . In another reported study, using the vibratory energy harvesting dampers into 10% of the Canadian light vehicles could save 8.2 million liters of gasoline a year [9] . This could further result in a reduction of 43.2 kilotons of greenhouse gas emissions. Considering the average gasoline prices in Canada, which is 0.93$ per liter, nearly 7.6 million dollars a year could be saved if the vibratory damping power is harvested from 10% of the Canadian light vehicles. The harvested electricity during the damping events can be either stored or used to power automotive electrical equipment or power active or semi-active car dampers to enhance the driving comfort and vehicle dynamics.
Prior work
To regenerate the kinetic energy dissipated during vehicle damping events, there are mainly two kinds of vibration-based energy harvesters, which are the electromagnetic mechanicalized harvesters and piezoelectric harvesters. The piezoelectric harvesters are costly and could mainly be used for small-scale vibration energy harvesting applications [10, 11] . The electromagnetic mechanicalized harvestable dampers can regenerate the kinetic energy during damping events either from linear motion through the linear electromagnetic harvesters [12] [13] [14] or from rotary motion through the rotary electromagnetic harvestable dampers based on a linear-to-rotary motion converter [3, [15] [16] [17] . In the linear-to-rotary motion converters or also known as power-takeoff mechanisms, the up and down perpendicular motion could be converted to unidirectional rotation through either a mechanical transmission or a hydraulic transmission integrated with motion rectifiers [18, 19] . Motion rectifiers ensure one-way rotation to drive a rotary generator and generate electricity with the highest possible efficiency [20] [21] [22] .
Given the literature, several quantification analyses were published regarding the experimental and theoretical estimation of the kinetic energy dissipation during suspension damping events. The authors in [23] carried out several real on-field driving tests regarding the estimation of the harvestable damping power for different driving speeds and with respect to real road sections, including city-roads with and without speed bumps. During their on-field experimentations using a HAVAL H8 SUV, the average power dissipation per damper can be in a range of 10-90 W for a speed range of 20-50 km/h and road section without speed bumps while a kinetic energy in a range of 40-140 W was estimated for the same speed range and a road section with a speed bump. In another quantification analysis of the harvestable power by Zuo and Zhang [24] , the on-road driving results showed that the overall harvestable power during the damping events of a passenger car ranged from 100 to 400 W when driving on smooth and rough roads with a 96.5 km/h speed. Zhao et al. [25] designed a piezoelectric energy harvester to assess the energy harvesting potential from vehicle suspensions under random and pulse road excitations. The results reported that a harvestable power of 18.83 W was obtained at 30 km/h and random road of Class B, while, in case of the pulse road, the maximum respective harvestable power was 102.24 W. Based on a comprehensive conflict analysis, Abdelkareem et al. [26] addressed the trade-off between the harvestable power and truck dynamics for a verified full trailed truck model with respect not only to the bounce road input but also including the roll road excitation mode. Furthermore, a quantification analysis of the overall harvestable power was conducted, and the damping power dissipated by the tractor, trailer, and cabin were estimated as 0.968, 0.894, and 0.186 kW, respectively.
In an investigation by Riese et al. [27] , the potential energy harvesting dissipated by shock absorbers of compact-class passenger cars was addressed, including the pitch movement due to the acceleration of the vehicle. During this study, parameter analysis was considered to study the influence of different vehicle factors on harvestable energy. The results reported that a higher amount of the harvestable vehicular energy is highly correlated to rough roads and with medium to high vehicle speed ranges. The Monte Carlo sensitivity simulation was recently introduced in terms of the parameter sensitivity analysis of the vibratory energy harvesters based automobile suspension [28, 29] . Taghavifar and Rakheja [28] presented a parametric analysis of the potential of energy harvesting considering a 4-wheeled generic three-dimensional full-car [29, 30] , with respect to the Monte Carlo sensitivity simulations, conducted a comparative investigation for both the direct and indirect drive vibratory energy harvesters in terms of regenerative shock absorbers to assessed their energy harvesting abilities. It is inferred that the Monte Carlo sensitivity approach interestingly presented its remarkable effectiveness regarding the analysis of the system parameters influences, especially in terms of the frequency-based sensitivity analysis.
2-3%
Contribution
It is noteworthy that researchers and manufacturers are still investigating an efficient broad-banded energy harvesting vehicle damper considering the random nature of road vibrations. Thus, it is needed to develop an efficient energy harvesting damper that could adequately capture useful electricity during both the lowfrequency and high-frequency banded scenarios. Most of the conducted studies mainly addressed how the driving speed and road roughness affect the harvestable power, while the effects of the suspension model parameters have been introduced in only a few research studies [28] . The reported investigations have been mostly limited to time-domain parametric analysis of the harvestable power during the damping events, which not precisely characterize the harvestable energy behavior in terms of the frequency bandwidth. Thus, comprehensive bandwidth and sensitivity analyses are needed, including both the sensitivity of the harvestable power bandwidth (magnitude and frequency bandwidth) considering the effects of the design and operating factors.
This study fundamentally provides an investigation of both the frequency and amplitude bandwidth sensitivity of the damping energy-harvesting potentiality and quarter suspension dynamics, including ride quality and road holding. The frequency-based parametrical bandwidth sensitivity was performed based on the Monte Carlo simulations. The Monte Carlo based sensitiveness included the damping rate, spring stiffness, tire stiffness, sprung mass, unsprung mass, and the harmonic excitation amplitude. During the sensitivity simulations, the mean harvestable power is calculated while the RMS values of the bounce acceleration, suspension deflection, and the dynamic tire load are considered with respect to the uniformly randomized frequency ranged between 0 and 30 Hz. This paper also aimed to provide insights into which suspension parameter could highly broaden the vehicular damping harvestable power magnitude. This contributes positively regarding conceptualizing an efficient design of a wide broad-banded energy harvesting damper, which leads to improved harvesting efficiencies in different road conditions. The simulation results are also analyzed to highlight the bandwidth change in both the peak-amplitude and resonant frequency bandwidth of the ride comfort and road holding.
Simulation setup
This section presents the parametrical bandwidth sensitivity simulations, including the Monte Carlo function design and the investigated vehicular suspension dynamics. Furthermore, both the quarter suspension parameters and the simulation flow are indicated. Fundamentally, Monte Carlo simulations investigate the uncertainties in a probabilistic way by constructing the models of possible results through the substitution of a range of values considering a probability distribution for each model parameter [29] [30] [31] . During the simulation trails, the values of the selected parameters are sampled randomly based on the input probability distributions. Input probability distributions can take different forms, including uniform, normal, and triangular. Noteworthy, the Monte Carlo sensitivity method enables mimicking real road profile conditions in frequency domains [28] . Each set of samples is called iteration, and the resulting outcome from that sample is recorded during simulation runs.
Monte Carlo parametrical bandwidth sensitivity function
During the sensitivity simulations, a 2-DOFs quarter suspension model is considered, which is excited by harmonic excitations. With regards to the bandwidth sensitivity analysis, based on the Monte Carlo simulations, the excitation frequency was randomly sampled in the range of 0-30 Hz with respect to the uniform probability distribution (Fig. 2a) according to the probability density function given in Eq. (1). Otherwise, the residual suspension parameters were randomized based on the normal probability distribution, also known as the Gaussian probability distribution, with respect to their nominal values and a standard deviation of 30% (Fig. 2b) . The Gaussian probability density function is given in Eq.
(2). The bandwidth sensitivity analysis included spring stiffness, damping rate, body and wheel masses, tire stiffness, and the harmonic excitation amplitude. Noteworthy, the parameters randomization sampling was 80 points per parameter, and the sampling of the excitation frequency was also 80 points.
where f(x) is the probability density function (PDF), a is the minimum value of x, b is the maximum value of x, and x is the random variable.
where f(x) is the probability density function, m is parameter mean value, r is the standard deviation, and x is a random variable.
Vehicular harvestable power and suspension dynamics criteria
The Monte Carlo based bandwidth sensitivity analysis included the vehicular damping harvestable power and suspension dynamics. The bandwidth sensitivity simulations were performed based on a 2-DOFs quarter suspension model. The investigated car dynamics included the bounce mass acceleration, suspension deflection, and the dynamic tire load (DTL). The proposed suspension dynamics are usually considered to investigate both the car ride quality and ground holding [32] [33] [34] . In automobiles, the kinetic energy dissipated during the damping events can be either evaluated in terms of the average power or the RMS power value [35, 36] . Basically, the instantaneous harvestable damping power is computed by multiplying the squared dynamic suspension velocity by the damping coefficient in terms of the time domain form [23] . In this paper, during the sensitivity simulations, the average damping harvestable power is considered, which is calculated as shown in Eq. (3). Otherwise, the RMS of the sprung mass acceleration, suspension working span, and the dynamic tire load are calculated in Eqs. (4)- (6), respectively.
where P avg donates the mean value of the damping harvestable power. Acc RMS , SWS RMS and DTL RMS represent the suspension dynamics criteria in terms of the RMS of the body bounce acceleration, suspension deflection, and dynamic tire load, respectively. € Z B ðtÞ donates for the time domain vehicle body acceleration. Whereas, Z B ðtÞ, Z w ðtÞ and Z R ðtÞ donate for the sprung mass, unsprung mass, and road time domain displacements, respectively. C s represents the damping rate of the passive damper while K T donates for the tire equivalent stiffness. During the simulations, the bandwidth sensitivity simulation results were recorded in terms of the normalized and dimensionless responses to precisely illustrate the sensitively of both the frequency and amplitude bandwidth to the proposed parametric analysis. In this manner, both the vehicle dynamics and energy harvesting responses were normalized by their reference nominal values recorded using the nominal values of the suspension parameters listed in Table 1 . Given the suspension dynamics responses, the normalized RMS trends of the body acceleration (NAcc RMS ), suspension deflection (NSWS RMS ), and dynamic tire load (NDTL RMS ) are calculated as illustrated in Eqs. (7) where NAcc RMS , NSWS RMS, and NDTL RMS stands for the normalized RMS body acceleration, suspension working space, and dynamic tire load, respectively. NP Avg donates the normalized average damping harvestable power. Acc RMSRef , SWS RMSRef , DTL RMSRef , and P AvgRef donate the reference nominal recorded values of the body acceleration, suspension deflection, dynamic tire load, and harvestable power, respectively. The aforementioned normalized indices were computed with respect to the randomly generated values of the frequency and suspension parameters for each iteration (i).
Parameters and simulation flow
The Monte Carlo based bandwidth sensitivity simulation was performed based on the simulation infographic shown in Fig. 3 . Table 1 lists the nominal parameters used in the implemented Monte Carlo parametrical bandwidth sensitivity function. During the simulations, the excitation frequency is randomized based on uniformly probability distribution function between 0 and 30 Hz, as shown in Fig. 2a . Otherwise, the remaining investigated suspension parameters are randomly sampled based on the Gaussian probability distribution (Fig. 2b ) with respect to their nominal values listed in Table 1 and a 30% standard deviation. The parametrical bandwidth sensitivity included the suspension stiffness, damping rate, unsprung and sprung masses, tire equivalent stiffness, and the excitation amplitude. These sensitivity simulations were executed using the MATLAB/Simulink Ò platform with respect to the Runge-Kutta solver, simulation time of 5 s, and 0.001 sampling time. In Fig. 4 , the detailed schematic diagram of the proposed bandwidth sensitivity simulation's methodology is illustrated. The major simulation steps are summarized as follows:
The model reference parameters are loaded and thereafter the reference trends of the harvestable power and suspension dynamics (body acceleration, suspension deflection and dynamic tire load) are calculated. The Monte Carlo simulation parameters are initialized. Thereafter, based on the uniform probability distribution, the excitation frequency was randomly sampled with a sampling of 80 samples. The investigated model parameter is then sampled based on the normal probability distribution with respect to the reference parameter value and a standard deviation of 30%. Thereafter, the harvestable power and vehicle dynamics indexes are calculated and stored. The bandwidth sensitivity analyses are conducted to elaborate and emphasize the sensitivity correlation of the harvestable power and suspension dynamics indexes.
A new parameter is picked to investigate its sensitivity and correlation versus the harvestable power and suspension dynamics.
Results and discussions
Extensive simulations were carried out regarding the frequency and amplitude bandwidth sensitivity analysis of the damping energy-harvesting potentiality and the quarter vehicle dynamics, including the sprung-mass acceleration, dynamic tire force, and suspension deflection.
Harvestable power and suspension dynamics sensitivity versus suspension parameters Fig. 4 illustrates the normalized damping power potentiality, sprung-mass acceleration, dynamic tire force, and the suspension deflection with respect to a randomized input frequency and a 30% SD randomized damping rate. Obviously, in terms of the peak-amplitude bandwidth, the randomized damping rate showed a noticeable influence on the energy-harvesting, dynamic tire load, and suspension deflection, as regarded in Fig. 4a, c, and d. In Fig. 4b , it is inferred that there is no noticeable effect of the damping coefficient on the peak-amplitude of the sprung mass acceleration. Given the frequency bandwidth of the response's peakamplitude, the suspension damping implied fixed frequency broadband of the energy-harvesting potentiality, body acceleration, dynamic tire load, and the suspension deflection. This confirms that the damping rate variation contributed toward extending the peak-amplitude band of these responses without any significant effect on the frequency broadband. Concludingly, the amplitude bandwidth sensitivity of the aforementioned responses clearly correlated to the damping rate variation, unlike the frequency bandwidth sensitivity of their peak-amplitude which is changed hardly with regards to the 30% SD randomized damping coefficient. Fig. 5 presents the normalized trends of the energy-harvesting content and suspension dynamics to reveal both the amplitude and frequency bandwidth sensitivities and the sensitivity change of the resonant frequencies of these responses against a 30% SD randomly sampled spring stiffness. It is inferred from Fig. 5a-d that both the peak-amplitude and resonant frequency bandwidth of the above-mentioned responses are slightly sensitive to the suspension stiffness variation. It is concluded that the sensitiveness of the peak-response-amplitude of the potential power and suspension dynamic responses correlated clearly to the randomly sampled stiffness rates with a 30% SD and a nominal stiffness of 25 kN/m. On the other hand, the response-natural-frequency broadband presented lower sensitivity change to the suspension spring stiffness variation. For example, in Fig. 5b and d , the peakamplitude bandwidth of the body acceleration and suspension deflection fluctuated slightly around the trend of the modal responses that is originality plotted based on the nominal suspension parameters. Summing up the aforementioned analysis, the sensitivity change of the peak amplitude and resonant frequency bandwidth corresponding to the mentioned responses insignificantly correlated to the spring stiffness variation. Fig. 6a , looking at the normalized damping energy harvesting trend, it is demonstrated that both the amplitude and frequency bandwidth considerably broadened with a 30% SD randomized tire stiffness. This makes the energy harvesting bandwidth strongly sensitive to the tire characteristics. Similarly, the suspension dynamics responses (sprungmass acceleration, dynamic tire force, and suspension deflection) demonstrated similar behavior, as revealed in Fig. 6b , c, and d. At higher tire stiffnesses, the tire transfers higher vibration intensity levels to the body mass through the suspension assembly. Accordingly, the broader harvesting-potentiality bandwidth can result in the aggressive and high vibration intensity levels, which is possibly achieved in the case of heavy-duty and off-road vehicles with corresponding higher tire stiffnesses. The tire stiffness sensitivity simulations concluded that the increase of the tire stiffness could broaden both the frequency and amplitude bandwidth of the energy harvesting and suspension dynamic responses. Fig. 7 displays the bandwidth analysis of the energy harvesting and suspension dynamics with respect to the sprung mass variation (30% SD of a sprung mass of 350 kg), and a randomly sampled frequency ranged from 0 to 30 Hz. The potentially harvested power responded weakly to the sprung mass variation, as shown in Fig. 7a , which reveals lower sensitivity change in the energy harvesting bandwidth against the sprung mass parameter. Similar trends are observed for both the dynamic tire load and the suspension deflection, as given in Fig. 7c and d . By contrast, as revealed in Fig. 7b , the body acceleration responded markedly to the variation of the sprung mass showing high sensitivity change in terms of the acceleration amplitude bandwidth. The peak-amplitude acceleration is broadened by 75% approximately with respect to a sprung mass variation with a standard deviation of 30%. Fig. 8 illustrates the sensitivity correlation between the damping power potentiality, body mass acceleration, dynamic tire force, and the suspension deflection versus the variation of the unsprung mass. The wheel mass was randomly sampled based on a nominal mass value of 40 kg and a 30% standard deviation. Fig. 8a and b inferred that the variation of the wheel mass widely broadened the resonant frequency bandwidth of both the harvestable power and body acceleration while the peak magnitude band hardly responded. This concludes higher sensitivity change in the frequency band of the aforementioned responses, while conversely lower sensitivity in their magnitude bandwidth is observed. Given the DTL sensitivity results in Fig. 8c , the peak amplitude of the DTL corresponds to the wheel mass resonant frequency is advanced by nearly 16%. In addition, the resonant frequency of the DTL response is shifted from 12.5 Hz at the nominal mass value to 9.8 Hz, showing a 2.7 Hz retard ratio in the resonant frequency with respect to a 30% SD randomly sampled wheel mass. In Fig. 8d , the suspension deflection sensitivity inferred identical attitude for that of the DTL response. This is related to the remarkable impact of the wheel mass on the unsprung mass deflection and thereby affect the ground road holding ability in terms of the dynamic tire force.
The results in Fig. 9 address the bandwidth sensitivity analysis of the harvestable power, ride behavior, and ground holding ability with respect to the excitation amplitude variation. The magnitude bandwidth of the harvestable power, body acceleration, dynamic tire force, and suspension deflection presented a higher correlation with the excitation amplitude. Whereas, the natural resonant frequency bandwidth presented week sensitivity change with respect to the varied road input magnitude. Increasing the excitation amplitude produces higher and aggressive vibration intensities, which positively contribute to a broad bandwidth of the Fig. 6 . Normalized responses of the damping power potentiality, sprung-mass acceleration, dynamic tire force and the suspension deflection with respect to the 30% SD randomized spring stiffness. harvestable damping power. With a 30% SD randomly sampled excitation amplitude, the peak-magnitudes corresponding to the wheel natural resonant frequency of the aforementioned responses responded remarkably to the increase in the excitation amplitude as inferred in Table 2 . The same sensitivity attitude is observed for the peak magnitudes corresponds to the body's natural resonant frequency. Conversely, the natural resonant frequency bandwidth hardly broadened versus the amplitude variation.
According to the recorded results in Table 2 , the peakmagnitudes of the potentially harvested damping power located at both the first and the second natural frequencies increased by 140% and 149%, respectively, comparing to the reference case. Remarkably, broader harvesting power bandwidth can be achieved through rough and off-road terrains. This is because of the road magnitude and roughness directly affects the suspension deflection and thereby the content of stored energy in the suspension springs [28] . On the other side, the peak-magnitudes of the body acceleration increased by almost 60% compared to the reference body acceleration computed at the nominal parameters. The first peak-magnitude of the RMS DTL corresponding to the first resonant frequency similarly witnessed an increase of 66%.
Bandwidth analysis of the vehicular damping harvestable power
This section investigates the sensitivity percentage of change of the damping harvestable power magnitude against the randomly sampled model parameters based on their reference values and a 30% SD. During the bandwidth sensitivity simulations, the sensitivity change in both the amplitude and resonant frequency bandwidth of the peak magnitudes of the harvestable power is illustrated. Fig. 10 reveals a bandwidth analysis of the average harvestable power potentiality versus the variation of suspension model and input parameters. The bandwidth analysis includes both the resonant frequency and amplitude bandwidths of the peak magnitudes of the harvestable power. Furthermore, Table 3 concludes the bandwidth analysis results of the harvestable power magnitude during damping events concerning a 30% SD of the nominal value of suspension parameters. It is evident from Fig. 10a that the damping rate markedly broadened the amplitude band of the harvestable power peak magnitude, but the resonant frequency band revealed almost no change in its bandwidth against the 30% SD randomly sampled damping rate. It can be further inferred from Fig. 7 . Normalized responses of the damping power potentiality, sprung-mass acceleration, dynamic tire force and the suspension deflection with respect to the 30% SD randomized tire stiffness. Fig. 10a and Table 3 that the peak-magnitude of the harvestable power corresponding to the wheel mass resonant frequency is increased from 1.28 kW at 11.77 Hz resonant frequency to 2.16 kW at 11.49 Hz showing a 68% broadened magnitude. This is related to the direct correlation between the harvestable damping power and the damping coefficient. In terms of suspension dynamics, the damping rate mainly affects the magnitude of the response without a markable effect on the resonant frequency band. The observed correlations were similarly confirmed in Ref. [26] .
It is reported from Fig. 10b and d that both the spring stiffness and the sprung mass parameters barely broadened the bandwidth of the damping harvestable power magnitude. This is due to the weak sensitivity change in the harvestable power magnitude against the slight change in both of the sprung mass and spring stiffness. The correlations and sensitivity change of the harvestable power were similarly confirmed in Ref. [6] . Conversely, as in Fig. 10c , the tire stiffness variation broadened not only the peakmagnitude of the harvestable power but also the resonant frequency but with higher sensitivity change in the amplitude bandwidth than that of the resonant frequency band. The peakmagnitude of the harvestable power is boosted in terms of the amplitude band by nearly 135%, while its resonant frequency band is broadened from 11.77 Hz at the nominal tire stiffness value (200 kN/m) to 15 Hz showing a 27% forward shift in the peakmagnitude resonant frequency. This is likely due to the markable effect of the tire stiffness on the transmitted vibrations to the suspension system and thereby influences the suspension velocity, which is the main indication for the damping harvestable power trend at constant damping rates.
In Fig. 10e , the unsprung mass variation markedly broadened the resonant frequency bandwidth of the harvestable power peak-magnitude while there is almost no change in the amplitude bandwidth. The resonant frequency is considerably broadened by nearly 71% advance in the peak-magnitude frequency band, as concluded in Table 3 . It is noteworthy that the harvestable power magnitude correlated strongly to the 30% SD randomized road amplitude, which indicates higher sensitivity change in the magnitude bandwidth of the harvestable power contrasting the sensitivity change in the resonant frequency bandwidth. Thanks to the aggressive vibration intensity levels, which positively advance the relative suspension velocity and thereby broadened the harvestable power magnitude referring to higher harvestable energy content for rough terrains. In Fig. 10f , the magnitude of the Fig. 8 . Normalized responses of the damping power potentiality, sprung mass acceleration, dynamic tire force and the suspension deflection with respect to the 30% SD randomized sprung mass. potentially harvested energy has been broadened by nearly 149% versus a 30% SD randomly sampled road amplitude and a nominal amplitude of 0.01 m. Fig. 11 illustrates the correlation of the instantaneous harvestable power and the corresponding suspension relative velocity versus the variation of the model parameters highlighting both the high and lower harvestable power content. In Fig. 11a , the instantaneous harvestable power/velocity correlation is given with respect to different damping rates, and the contour plot on both of the x-y and z-y axes reveals the damper velocity/damping rate Fig. 9 . Normalized responses of the damping power potentiality, sprung-mass acceleration, dynamic tire force and the suspension deflection with respect to the 30% SD randomized unsprung mass. The maximum percent change in both the peak magnitude the amplitude and resonant frequency bandwidths is considered. b The percent change in the amplitude of the main peak-magnitude of the harvestable power above the mean power trend at nominal parameters in considered. c The (À) sign refers for the backward shift in the natural resonant frequency. d The peak-magnitude corresponding to the body mass resonant frequency. e The peak-magnitude corresponding to the wheel mass resonant frequency.
and the harvestable power/velocity correlations. A typical correlation of the instantaneous damping harvestable power and the suspension velocity is plotted as a non-linear cup-curve respecting the compression and rebound events since the power is functioned of the square damping velocity. The higher harvestable power content is related to higher damping velocities and higher damping rates in which such conditions might be available in terms of trucks, off-road vehicles, and off-road terrain driving. It seems that the damping rate can either limit or extend the suspension working space, which is reflected on the span of the relative suspension velocity.
With regards to the suspension stiffness variation, Fig. 11b indicates that the higher harvestable power capacity is obtainable at high stiffness rates. This is related to the remarkable influence of the spring stiffness on the suspension velocity in which the harvestable power strongly correlates to the suspension velocity square. When a softer stiffness is applied, the suspension system might deflect more than the stiffer suspension. However, the relative suspension speed is lower in the case of soft spring than that of the stiff spring. That is why the hard stiffness suspension could reveal higher harvestable power capacity. According to Fig. 11c , it is observed that the tire stiffness variation presented a strong correlation and sensitivity change in terms of the harvestable power content. At higher tire stiffnesses, the tire loses its damping, and the vibration is transferred to the suspension assembly with Fig. 10 . Normalized responses of the damping power potentiality, sprung-mass acceleration, dynamic tire force and the suspension deflection with respect to the 30% SD randomized excitation amplitude. a The maximum percent change in both the peak magnitude the amplitude and resonant frequency bandwidths is considered. b The percent change in the amplitude of the main peak-magnitude of the harvestable power above the mean power trend at nominal parameters in considered. c The (+) sign donates for forward shift in the resonant frequency while the (-)
sign refers for the backward shift.
higher density levels making the suspension deflects faster, which resulted in higher harvestable power capacities. In Fig. 11d , when the vehicle body mass increased, the vehicle body resistance against the vibrations increased, which suppresses the vibration intensities and thereby the relative suspension velocity is suppressed leading to lower kinetic energy dissipation. The harvesting power is weakly responded to the slighter variation in the wheel mass parameter, as seen in Fig. 11e . The main observation here is that the sensitivity change of the harvestable power magnitude correlated weakly to the unsprung mass variation because of the lower influence of the unsprung mass on the suspension velocity. The influence of the excitation amplitude is then clarified in Fig. 11f . Road elevation significantly enhanced the harvestable power magnitude because the excitation amplitude showed a significantly higher impact on the wheel-body relative movement compared to other suspension parameters. This indicates a higher sensitivity in the harvestable power magnitude respecting the excitation amplitude variation.
In closing, Fig. 12 concludes the bandwidth analysis results, including both the amplitude and the frequency bandwidth in terms of the harvestable power, body acceleration, dynamic tire load, and suspension deflection. Concluding the bandwidth sensitivity results of the harvestable power, it is evident from Fig. 12a that the peak-magnitude of the harvestable power presented higher sensitivity change versus the excitation amplitude, tire stiffness, and the damping rate with a corresponding change in its magnitude band of 149%, 134%, and 68%, respectively. Otherwise, the remaining model parameters, including the spring stiffness and the sprung and unsprung masses, presented a lower influence on the harvestable power magnitude and thereby lower sensitivity change. On the other hand, the ride comfort illustrated higher parametric sensitivity versus the mass of the vehicle body, stiffness coefficient of the tire, and the excitation amplitude. While the damping rate, unsprung mass, and the spring stiffness hardly affect the body acceleration magnitude comparing to other parameters. As for the ground holding response, the dynamic tire load magnitude correlated strongly to the tire stiffness, road excitation amplitude, and the damping coefficient, which contrasts to its correlation to the variation of the spring stiffness, sprung mass and the unsprung mass. In Fig. 12b , the frequency bandwidth analysis of the aforementioned responses versus the suspension parameter variation is given. The harvestable damping power showed a broadened bandwidth with respect to the sprung mass, tire stiffness, and the road excitation amplitude. This is related to the influences of these parameters on both the suspension velocity and resonant frequency and thereby could positively broaden the harvestable power magnitude bandwidth (see Fig. 13 ).
Conclusions
This paper comprehensively conducted a parametrical bandwidth sensitivity analysis of the vehicular harvestable damping power and suspension dynamics, including body acceleration, dynamic tire load, and suspension deflection. In this manner, frequency-based Monte Carlo sensitivity simulations were performed using a 2-DOF quarter suspension model with respect to a harmonic excitation with a frequency range of 0-30 Hz and a 30% standard deviation of each suspension parameter based on their nominal values. The bandwidth sensitivity analysis included the effect of the suspension stiffness and damping, tire stiffness, vehicle body, and wheel lump, and the harmonic excitation amplitude. The proposed sensitivity simulations contribute positively regarding conceptualizing an efficient design of a wide broadbanded energy harvesting damper, which leads to improved harvesting efficiencies in different road conditions. Given the bandwidth sensitivity results, the amplitude broadband of the peak harvestable power magnitude correlated strongly to road excitation parameters, tire stiffness coefficient, and damping rate, while responded weakly to the sprung and unsprung lump and suspension stiffness. For example, the peak magnitude of the harvestable power presented higher sensitivity change versus the excitation amplitude, tire stiffness, and damping rate, with a corresponding sensitivity change in its amplitude band of 149%, 134%, and 68%, respectively. The road excitation parameters, vehicle speed, and the tire properties could considerably broaden the harvestable damping power, which referees to higher harvestable power potentiality corresponding to the off-road automobiles and heavy trucks. On the second hand, the ride comfort illustrated higher parametric sensitivity versus the vehicle body mass, stiffness coefficient of the tire, and the excitation amplitude, unlike the weak correlation versus the damping rate, unsprung mass, and the spring stiffness. With regards to vehicular road holding, the dynamic tire load correlated strongly to the tire stiffness, road excitation amplitude, and the damping coefficient which contrasts to its correlation to the variation of the suspension stiffness and the wheel and body masses.
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